Abstract -In image recognition, how to select informative features from the feature space is a very significant task. Relief algorithm is considered as one of the most successful methods for evaluating the quality of features. In this paper, it firstly provides a valid proof which demonstrates a blind selection problem in the previous Relief algorithm. And then this paper proposes an adaptive Relief (A-Relief) algorithm to alleviate the deficiencies of Relief by dividing the instance set adaptively. Lastly, it uses grey level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) to extract text features and applies ARelief algorithm to classify these features. The experimental results illustrate A-Relief algorithm proposed in this paper can improve the accuracy of the classification effectively and solve the blind selection problem.
Introduction
Feature selection is an important issue in pattern recognition and machine learning which helps us to focus the attention of a classification algorithm on those features that are the most relevant to predict the class. A better feature selection algorithm, which eliminates the redundant feature effectively in feature space, can find a feature subset which is most relevant to models in current problem. Not only can its proper design reduce system complexity, but it can also decrease processing time. Feature selection is widely used in image processing, feature reduction and machine learning as well as artificial intelligence, and it plays a critical role in many other cases. With limited training samples, selecting useful features for these kinds of problems poses a serious challenge to the existing feature selection algorithms.
Among the extant feature selection algorithms, the Relief algorithm is considered one of the most successful ones due to its simplicity and effectiveness. Relief algorithm was first proposed in [1] . The key idea of Relief is to iteratively estimate feature weights according to discriminate between neighboring patterns. Then, in [2] Relief was extended to handle noisy and missing data and solve multi-classification issues which the original Relief algorithm can not deal with. Subsequently, with explored the framework of expectation maximization, Iterative-Relief is put forward in [3] . Nevertheless, the deficiency of blind selection was not discovered in previous research.
In this paper, a novel adaptive feature selection algorithm based on GLCM feature model is proposed. The algorithm is adaptive division of the training set according to the peculiarity of these features. These features bring about blind selection, when they are processing by former algorithms.
Consequently, through handling these features by A-Relief, the authentic connection between features and models is reflected. Finally, the experiments of the real train image targets are operated to indicate that the selections of feature generated by proposed algorithm have better performance.
Scarcity of Relief Algorithm
Relief algorithm embodies the correlation between features and models by means of the magnitude of feature weights, and yet in actual practice, there are still shortcomings in Relief algorithm. E.g., when all model types involved in the present problem have been definite, certain features still include model type which is not referred to in the current issue. In this case these features, which are straightway substituted in Relief, are accounted to have an intimate relationship with model types, regardless of whether they are related to model types. Therefore, Relief sometimes performs blind selection, which is not expected to occur. In the following, we provide a thorough interpretation of blind selection, which is never discovered in the anterior research.
The procedure of Relief algorithm is represented in Fig. 1  [1] . In each iteration, an instance x is randomly selected and then two nearest neighbors of x are found, one from the same classification (termed the nearest hit or NH ) and the other from a dissimilar classification (termed the nearest miss or NM ). The weight of the i th feature is then updated: (2) where {1,..., } YC  is the model type space, NM ( ) c x is the nearest miss of x from class c , and () Pc is the a priori probability of class c . From the above analysis, we find that Relief algorithm is a feature weighting algorithm that utilizes the performance of a highly nonlinear classifier in search for informative features.
In order to conveniently illustrate the major drawback of Relief, we give two definitions as follows:
Definition 1: if feature  contains one or more model types that model type space do not include in the problem to be resolved, we designate  as bogus feature.
Definition 2: a sort of model type, which does not exist in model type space in real application and is represented by bogus feature, is denoted as connotative classification.
Compared with other features, bogus features usually perform some peculiar particularities which can be summarized as:
1) Regardless of whether there is strong correlation
between bogus features and model type, iterated by Relief algorithm, the weights of bogus features achieve a larger value. Accordingly, the bogus feature is regarded as the feature which has a remarkable correlation with model type. 2) Used a feature subset comprised the bogus feature, model identification will deteriorate classification performance. The description of bogus feature is presented in Fig. 2 . 
In the iteration procedure, substituted a positive value of It is reported that irrelevant features can deteriorate classification performance [5] . Therefore, blind selection in original Relief algorithm is a grievous mistake in the feature selection aspect, and then for classification purposes, removing irrelevant features is necessary.
Adaptive Relief Algorithm
Bogus features are unavoidable in several applications such as DNA microarray. Some researchers have indicated that the recognition of a small gene subclass with good mantic ability may not be sufficient to afford significant perspicacity into the understanding and modeling of the connection between certain diseases and genes [6] .
In this section, Adaptive Relief algorithm will be proposed to solve the blind selection problem in real application. Blind selection problems cannot be easily settled through conventional optimization techniques. With compartmentalized the instance subset adaptively by the connotative classification presented in bogus features, the proposed algorithm implements an online algorithm that solves the blind selection problem. Accordingly, to discover bogus features is the major assignment.
Before giving the description of Adaptive Relief algorithm we provide an interpretation of this algorithm as follows:
1) According to the description of bogus features in
Definition 1, the judgment fundament, which identifies bogus features, is whether the feature can contain the information of connotative classification. 2) In the proposed algorithm, each feature will be inspected deeply to detect the bogus feature, before the feature is trained through Adaptive Relief. 3) If the present feature is a bogus feature, the instance subset will be divided by a threshold value  , which can be acquired by experiences or expert knowledge. For other features, they can be substituted into Relief algorithm straightway.
The procedure of Adaptive Relief algorithm is presented in Fig. 3 . The weight update rule (step 13 and 19 of Fig. 3 ) can be modified by (2) for the sake of handling multiclass problems. Obviously, compared with the previous Relief algorithm, the Adaptive Relief algorithm adopts an approach that we differentiate the instances set by the connotative classification before training the feature. Then, for the bogus feature, the nearest hit NH( ) x and miss NM( ) x of x hail from M which can been implemented through Th in Fig. 2 
Based on the previous analysis, with trained by the original Relief algorithm, the feature  was considered one of optimization features. However, with the transformation of subset, which instance set was transformed from  into M ,  was regarded as an irrelevant feature owing to the diversification of instance set through the Adaptive Relief. This is in accord with the facts. In conclusion Adaptive Relief successively performs online learning and solves the blind selection problems consisted in the original Relief algorithms.
Implementing and Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the Adaptive Relief for the blind selection problem, some images of train part are tested in this paper. It is our ultimate goal to identify fault images from all samples, which is shown in Fig.4 .
A. Calculating image features
We extract image features by the grey level co-occurrence matrix (termed GLCM), which is mentioned in [7] . An approach for calculating the GLCM of image I is shown in Fig. 5 , and there are four formats of GLCM, as shown in Fig. 6 . For every format of GLCM, we can acquire six features as follows: contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity, entropy, energy, correlation [8] . The abbreviation of contrast0 in Table I means feature contrast is trained through the 0 direction GLCM in Fig. 6 .
Consequently, we should compute 24 features aggregately in this case. In this image classification, we performed three sets experiments: 120 samples, 350 samples and 500 samples.
B. Results analysis
The Relief, Relief-F, I-Relief and Adaptive clustering approaches are applied on the three sets, respectively. Then, through a nonlinear classifier [9] , features, selected by the three methods, separately were used to distinguish fault image from another set within 100 samples and 200 samples, in which samples were irrelevant to samples in the previous training sets.
According to the principle of the Adaptive Relief algorithm in Fig. 3 , the weight of feature, iterated by the proposed algorithm, is the same as the weight trained by the original algorithms in addition to the weight of a bogus feature. Table I shows results of weights of partial feature, the weight of which is inconsistent. Besides, feature contrast is the unique one in the feature space.
We can make a generalization that the feature contrast is a bogus feature. On further analysis, we detect that the feature contrast is involved with a connotative classification--exposure discrepancy. Owing to the complexity of shooting condition, it is ineluctable. There are substantive images exposed overly, as shown in the third picture of Fig. 4 . Then by means of a nonlinear classifier, using the feature spaces chose respectively by the three methods, we evaluate the performance of each Table II , we can see that the ameliorative feature selection algorithm, Adaptive Relief, improved the accuracy of the classification effectively. However, due to existing a bogus feature contract in feature space achieved by using Relief, Relief-F and I-Relief, their recognition results are extraordinary poor. Sample number  100  200  100  200  100  200  100  200  Right  26  47  60  118  75  142  92  186  Wrong  74  153  40  82  25  58  8  14  Classification Accuracy 26% 23.5% 60% 59% 75% 71% 92% 93%
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an exhaustive interpretation of the blind selection problem existed in the original Relief algorithm, and the mathematical proof is provided. Then a novel feature selection has been proposed. We have adopted a technique based on differentiating the instances set adaptively in the proposed Adaptive Relief algorithm. Finally, we dealt with the train images by using the Adaptive Relief and the previous Relief algorithm. Experimental results illustrate that the amendatory Adaptive Relief algorithm improved the accuracy of the classification effectively and resolved the blind selection problem in the original algorithm drastically. How to decrease the complexity of this algorithm will be the further task.
